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Gilding the Lilly
Wilson has not stood still since the original Alexia was developed. The company’s technology has continued to evolve and 
advance in the areas of drivers, crossover analysis and design, time-alignment accuracy, and composite materials research—
and even in the arcane science of wire management. The last several years have been particularly fruitful for Wilson, led 
primarily by the research and development for the WAMM Master Chronosonic. The Master Chronosonic dramatically 
advanced the art of believable mu- sic reproduction. In turn, the Alexx, which was developed alongside the Master 
Chronosonic by Daryl Wilson—Dave’s son and current CEO— has itself profoundly advanced music reproduction in its 
respective category.

Daryl understood fully what his father achieved with the original Alexia. He was determined to incorporate many of Wilson’s 
newer technologies and strategies into the Alexia platform in order to further advance its remarkable musicality and 
resolution, without compromising any aspect of the original’s appeal. In the end, every constituent of the Alexia was 
scrutinized, refined, and ultimately enhanced.

Wilson’s engineers have incorporated the WAMM Master Chronosonic version of 
Convergent Synergy tweeter, designated as the MK V, into the Alexia Series 2. The MK V 
features Wilson’s latest think- ing on rear-wave diffraction and ultra-low resonance rear 
chambers. It mates seamlessly with Wilson’s proprietary midrange driver

Wilson’s venerable seven-inch midrange driver—the same unit in the WAMM Master 
Chronosonic—covers the all-important midrange. This proprietary Wilson driver remains an 
industry standard, and reproduces the most musically critical portion of the bandwidth with 
uncanny speed, resolution, and unprecedented dynamic and harmonic expression. 
Representing Wilson’s commitment to veritable music reproduction, this seven-inch driver 
is destined to find a home on the list of all-time great drivers

The eight- and ten-inch woofers were developed specifically for the Alexia. Like its larger 
brethren, Alexia uses two different sized woofers. The drivers were optimized over an 
eighteen-month period to achieve bass extension extraordinary for an enclosure of this 
size, without sacrificing upper midbass detail or the explosive dynamic speed and contrast 
that are signature traits of every Wilson loudspeaker.



Cutting-edge composites developed by Wilson

Like all recent Wilson designs, the Alexia Series 2 is the beneficiary of 
Wilson’s state-of-the-art composite research, the heart of which is the 
laser vibrometer. This measurement tool allows Wilson’s engineers to see 
minute vibrations—on the order of a billionth of a meter.

Wilson’s latest breakthrough, W-Material, called such because of its 
relationship to the development of the new WAMM, possesses 
remarkable energy dissipation (damping) characteristics heretofore 
unobserved in any previous composite when combined with W’s extreme 
rigidity. Wilson’s engineers found that strategically placing W-Material 
under the modules’ spike support areas greatly reduced unwanted 
energy at this critical mechanical interface, without in any way 
compromising the cabinet’s structural rigidity.

Wilson’s third-generation X-Material is a composite that at first seems 
paradoxical, but is, in reality, the result of decades of research into those 
areas of loudspeaker-enclosure science that truly contribute to musical 
veracity. No other material possesses its (seemingly contradictory) 
combination of extreme rigidity, monotonicity, modulus of elasticity, and 
intrinsic damping. X-Material is strategically utilized throughout the 
Alexia’s bass enclosure and tweeter module. X-material is central to 
Alexia’s ultra-low resonance cabinet strategy. 

It’s About Time™

The accurate reproduction of music, especially in areas of transient 
accuracy, dynamic contrast, correct tonality of musical instruments, and 
spatial retrieval depends on the loudspeaker’s ability to be precisely 
aligned in the time domain. Wilson continues its long tradition of 
designing loudspeakers with a high degree of fidelity in the critical 
temporal (time) domain

In the Series 2, Wilson has implemented a more advanced mechanism for 
adjustment of the tweeter module, which now features twice the number 
of increments, enabling a much more nuanced and correct alignment. 
Additionally, the woofer baffle is now angled, which more correctly 
integrates the bass with the upper frequencies in the time domain.



Specifications
Drivers

Woofers : Two – 8 inch (20.32 cm)
: 10 inches (25.4 cm)

Midrange : One – 7 inch (17.78 cm)
Tweeter : One – 1 inch, Dome (2.54 cm)

Enclosures & Material
Woofer Module : Rear Ported

Midrange Rear Vented
Tweeter : Sealed

Measurements
Sensitivity : 89 dB @ 1 watt @ 1 meter @ 1 kHz

Nominal Impedance : 4 ohms / minimum 2.48 ohms @ 85 Hz
Minimum Amplified Power : 20 watts per channel

Frequency Response : 19 Hz – 32 kHz +/- 3 dB Room Average Response [RAR]

Overall Dimensions
Height : 53 inches (134.68 cm) w/o spikes
Width : 15 1/4 inches (38.74 cm)
Depth : 22 7/8 inches (58 cm)

System Weight per Channel : 260 lbs (117.93 kg)
Total System Shipping Weight : 777 lbs (352.44 kg)


